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Introduction
Blowing a load in a girl�s face is a good thing.  But blowing your load on a girl who is wearing a pair
of glasses is even better.  At Cum Covered Glasses, the slut is able to keep her eyes wide open to watch
the cum spray from the tip of your dick, and keep focusing on the coat of thick white frosting you gave
her lenses.  20/20 vision was never this sexy! 

Adult Review
Cum Covered Glasses takes a walk outside the lines of the typical pornstars and amateurs - instead of the bleach blond
whores you have darkly beautiful nerds, secretaries, and other girls in glasses. If you don't think these women have just as
much, if not more of a sexual appetite than the typical pornstars. 
  
  Cum Covered Glasses has a well laid out member's area that covers both the site content and the bonus network. Because
there's so much in the network, it can be difficult to find out where to go at first. The Featured Series will get you to the nerdy
girls, where you can see all 25 exclusive episodes of this geeky sex goodness. 
  
  You get a video and picture set with every Cum Covered Glasses - there are 100 photos per set and 30 minutes of video for
each. The nerdy girls have a variety of different looks, but the one thing they all have in common is that they are sporting
glasses that are going to get covered in cum. 
  
  Cum Covered Glasses offers plenty of video options, whether you're going after high quality or a quick download. The Xvid
version gets you a 576x432 2 mbps video that gets you right in the middle of the action. There is a WMV if you prefer that
format, although it is slightly lower quality. If you would rather put your porn on a portable device, there's a MP4 format to
take around. None of them have DRM, so you can watch these whenever you want. If you want to go right for the video, you
can also enjoy the streaming flash. 
  
  The photo sets give you another view of the action, whether you're after the lusty librarian, the sexy secretary, or the emo
amateur. They are good quality at 1024x680, and are digital stills as opposed to vidcaps. The photos follow the action closely,
making sure to get the perfect shots of these girls in glasses.
  
  Cum Covered Glasses also offers up membership to the Pimproll network and 120 bonus sites. This network updates daily,
helping to keep fresh content going through as Cum Covered Glasses itself doesn't update. There are 23k scenes in total on
the network, and although not all of them are going to have gorgeous geeky girls, there are plenty of women to suit your
tastes.
  
  Cum Covered Glasses is great when you want outside the box looks in intense hardcore action. Along with the geeky girls,
you also get plenty of bonus content and sites. 

Porn Summary
Cum Covered Glasses features stunning girls in glasses that are into hardcore action, along with an excellent bonus network
that updates daily.

Review Rating
The Tongue says 'Sexy Women In Glasses Covered With Cum!'
Quality: 82  Updates: 79 Exclusive: 84 Interface: 83
Support: 85 Unique: 87    Taste: 84        Final: 82
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